
This Tournament Goes to Eleven 2007 
Gargoyles (theme packet) 
Written by: Casey Retterer (Maryland) 

What sorcery is this? It's a theme packet on the 1990's cartoon Gargoyles. Every tossup and bonus and bonus will 
contain at least one reference to Gargoyles 

Toss-Ups: 

1) This is the name of the split-personality gargoyle formed from sorcery and technology, who shares 
his name with a game creation suite for Macintosh. The food service company with this name has recently 
added Dew Iced, made with the commercial syrup for Mountain Dew, as well as the new "Soy" cone, although 
traditional waffle ones dipped in chocolate and then some other sort of crushed candy are still available. Featuring 
singing staff and "Signature Creations," for ten points, name this establishment where mix-ins are added to "Like 
it", "Love It" and "Gotta Have It" sizes on frozen marble slabs, a popular ice cream parlor. 

ANSWER: Coldstone 

2) His scrolls were stolen at sea but turned out to only be his diary, and the sleeping king notes his absence 
upon awakening. One of Robert de Boron's two extant works is about him and states that he is supposed to 
be an Antichrist, but is baptized at birth. It is likely that he developed from the character of Gwion Bach, who 
obtained knowledge in a manner similar to Finn McCool and was then reborn as Taliesin. His master Blaise records 
his work and he is eventually trapped by Nimue, one of the maidens of the Lady of the Lake. For ten points, identify 
this figure who lives backwards in time in T.H. White's The Once and Future King, the wizard associate of King 
Arthur. 

ANSWER: Merlin 

3) Powers derived from an amulet shaped like it prevented the Guatemalan Clan from turning to stone, and 
the Trundholm chariot is an important early Nordic sculpture that represents it. The Kelvin-Helmholtz 
mechanism was devised to explain its most apparent features, but estimated its age to be about 20 million years. 
Because of differing speeds of the gas and plasma on its surface, its magnetic field reverses itself about every 11 
years. For ten points, name this entity that accounts for about 99.8% of the mass of our solar system, a main 
sequence star brighter than most others in the Milky Way. 

ANSWER: Sun (or) Sol 

4) The secret identity of Owen Burnett, he is cursed so that he may only assume his true form when training 
or defending Xanatos' son. This literary character is introduced in Act II Scene I for an exchange with 
Peaseblossom, in which she says to him that Hobgoblin calls him sweet. Ordered to apply the juice of a flower 
struck by Cupid's arrow, he mistakes Lysander for Demetrius and makes his master's wife fall in love with the ass
eared Nick Bottom. For ten points, identify this agent of Oberon and Shakespearean trickster from A Midsummer 
Night's Dream, also known as Robin Goodfellow. 

ANSWER: Puck (accept "Robin Goodfellow" before mentioned) 

5) The name of the canine-like gargoyle counterpart of Bronx on Avalon, this figure's history is known 
primarily through the works ofDio and Tacitus, including the latter's "Agricola" and "The Annals". Coming 
to power after being named an heir to Prasutagus, the occupying empire did not recognize the succession, and along 
with the Trinovantes, their forces destroyed such towns as Camulodunum and Verulamium. Publicly flogged at the 
whim of Roman governor Gaius Seutonius Paulinus, for ten points, identify this queen of the Iceni people who 
antagonized Roman rule in Britain around 60 AD. 

ANSWER: Boudicca (or Boadicea) 

6) It is unlikely that this book's title was inspired by the daughter of Goliath and his former beloved. The 
works of art prominently featured in it are by Bernini, although the major confrontation occurs under a 
Michelangelo. Its body count includes Captain Olivetti, CERN scientists· Maximillian Kohler and Leonardo Vetra, 
the four Preferiti, the previous Pope, a Hassassin, and Camerlengo Ventresca - who immolates himself in the face of 
extreme guilt. Ambigrams and the Illuminati figure prominently in, for ten points, what 2000 novel featuring Robert 
Langdon's race against time to stop an antimatter bomb from blowing up in St. Peter's, written by Dan Brown? 



ANSWER: Angels & Demons 

7) It is unknown whether gargoyles use one, and a 121 million year old egg fossil found in China did not have 
one of these, suggesting that pipping is a recent development that supplanted the use of claws. Crocodiles have 
ones that are reabsorbed after their use, while snakes generally loose theirs with the first shedding of their skin and 
the ones on birds typically fall off after a couple weeks. For ten points, identify this small protrusion found on the 
beak or nose of young vertebrates, used to help them hatch from hard-shelled zygotes. 

ANSWER: Egg tooth 

8) He appears in the episode "Mark of the Panther" of Gargoyles and gets locals to hunt for him in exchange 
for power. His father, the sky god, tasks him with catching a jaguar, some hornets and fairies in order to become 
King of All Stories. The son of Ny arne, he was the original entity who had trouble with a tar baby, and he once 
attempted to contain all of the world's wisdom in a calabash. FTP, name this West African trickster deity often 
depicted as a spider. 

ANSWER: Anansi 

9) The gargoyles' difficulty with naming things led one character to take his name from this feature. Known 
by natives as Muh-he-kun-ne-tuk, its Western discoverer originally named it Mauritius in honor of his 
patron, Prince Maurice of Nassau. Sharing its name is a style that produced such works as Icebergs of the 
North, Kindred Spirits, and The Course of Empire series, painted respectively by Frederic Edwin Church, Asher 
Durand, and Thomas Cole. For ten points, a 19th century "school" of American painting shares its name with what 
primary wa~erway of New York state? 

ANSWER: Hudson River School 

10) The voice of Hudson was provided by this actor, who also voiced Hoggish Greedly on Captain Plallet ami 
tlte Planeteers and Ed Wuncler on Tlte Boondocks. His film credits include the narration for The Oil Factor: 
Behind the War on Terror, Chief Wilson in The Animal, Guy Bannister in JFK, and Santa in Elf. He has won 7 
Emmys, two shy of Carl Reiner's record, including one for his portrayal of Captain Davies in Roots; For ten points, 
name this actor best-known for appearing as Lou Granton the Mmy Tyler Moore Show. 

ANSWER: Edward Asner . 

11) A bell made from it sounded the defeat of Oberon when the Gargoyles contested him for a home on 
Avalon. It has been used for the reduction of aldehydes, desulfurization, and the deoxygenation of amine 
oxides. With nickel, it is one of the final products of stellar nucleosynthesis, which helps to explain its abundance in 
meteorites and planetary cores. For ten points, identify this important component of heme, an essential mineral 
found in such foods as leafy vegetables, beans, fish, poultry and red meat. 

ANSWER: Iron 

12) The main character of this novel shares her name with the ·mutate that Brooklyn took a shine to after Dr. 
Anton Sevarius got to her. An early example of naturalism in American fiction, the deaths of Tommie and the 
father turn Jimmie into a hardened and cynical teamster. Pete, .who earlier saves Jimmie in a street fight, seems to 
be the only good thing in the main character's life until Nellie convinces him to abandon her. The story of the life of 
a child who becomes a prostitute and dies, for ten points, identify this first novel by Stephen Crane. 

ANSWER: Maggie: A Girl ofthe Streets 

13) It shares its name with the gargoyle who ends up betraying the Manhattan Clan in an alternate future 
presented by Puck. The battle of this name saw forces under Francis Smith, John Pitcairn, and Hugh Percy 
fight those led by William Heath and Joseph Warren. British troops returned here after crossing the Old North 
Bridge, and it started after John Parker and about 75 militiamen emerged from Buckman Tavern, initially intending 
to let the British troops pass through until an unknown person fired "the shot heard 'round the world." FTP, identify 
this early battle of the American Revolution fought April 19, 1775 paired with Concord. 

ANSWER: Lexington-Concord . 



14) The only member of the pack to not take up Xanatos' offer and drastically modify his body, he settled on 
a suit of armor instead. Also called warrigul, they are actually found all over Southeast Asia, rather than the 
limited range most people believe. Although they're not rabbits, a notable fence has been constructed to protect 
sheep grazing lands from them, and as opportunistic predators they actually help handle invasive species like feral 
cats, foxes and pigs. A vulnerable species because of their ability to interbreed with domesticated cousins, identify 
FTP, these wild dogs of Australia. ' 

ANSWER: Dingo 

15) To obtain the name of the evil clone of Goliath created at the request of Xanatos by Dr. Anton Sevarius, 
this process was used. The Greek poet Lycophron is credited with inventing it, and notable examples of it 
include iMegapho/le, Vivian Darkbloom, while "Eleven plus two" equals "twelve plus one", and "astronomers" 
being "moon starers" are examples of it. The type of word play useful in Scrabble and Boggle, identify, FTP, this 
realTangement of the letters in a word or phrase into another word or phrase. 

ANSWER: Anagram 

16) The nanotech device developed by Xanatos's wife and her mother, it almost destroyed Australia until 
Goliath and Dingo entered the Dream Time to stop it. The first two versions failed because of their extreme 
representations of the world - a utopian paradise and a grotesque hell. The third version of it was successful once its 
residents were subconsciously given the choice to either accept it or reject it and move to Zion. FTP, identify this 
fictional universe in which humans were plugged in to in a namesake movie franchise. 

ANSWER: The Matrix 

17) The extraterrestrial guardian Nokkar was stationed here, and inspired its most famous features. It was 
found by Dutch explorer Jacob Roggeveen, and Hotu Matu'a was its legendary founder. Along with Hawaii and 
New Zealand, it forms the Polynesian triangle, while its Rongorongo script is one of the few writing systems 
established free of outside influence due to its isolation. FTP, identify this Chilean-owned island in the southeastern 
Pacific Ocean, a world heritage site and location of the giant moai statues. 

ANSWER: Easter Island (or Rapa Nui or Isla de Pascua) 

18) Besides voicing Bronx and others in Gargoyles, his film work puts him at the top of the list of stars with 
the highest box office receipts, having appeared in over 90 films grossing almost $5 billion. In the 1990s, he 
provided the sounds for Maleboglia in'Spawn, Goro in Mortal Kombat, and Sil in Species. Also the voice behind 
such monkeys as Monkey from Dexter's Lab, Abu and Curious George, while in the 1980s, he voiced 8 of the 
original 14 Decepticons, 3 Autobots and a number of G.!. Joes. FTP, identify this voice acting virtuoso whose other 
work includes Nibbler on Futuramaand Freddy Jones from Scooby Doo. 

ANSWER: Frank Welker 

19) Its location was revealed to be in the red stone of a Dragon's belly in the Brooklyn Botanical Gardens, 
with Macbeth falsely believing he obtained it from the construct's claws. Its name is derived from a Celtic 
word meaning "hard," while early sources call it Caledfwlch. A replacement for something broken in a fight with 
King Pellinore, its sheath made the wearer invulnerable, which is why Morgan Ie Fey disposed of it. FTP, identify 
this sword alternatively pulled from a stone by or given by the Lady of the Lake to King Arthur. 

ANSWER: Excalibur 

20) It is the location of the old magic shop In To The Mystic, the home of Leo, Una and Griff's clan, and it 
was legendarily founded after the defeat of the giants Gog and Magog, although historical records show the 
Romans establishing a site around 45AD. In 1780 the city saw the Gordon Riots, which resulted from the 



emancipation of Roman Catholics, and its most famous prison was built by William the Conqueror to defend against 
Viking attacks along the Thames. FTP, identify this city partially destroyed by fire in 1666, the capital of England. 

ANSWER: London 

21) In the episode "Grier' he was bound by the Emir in a hidden chamber of the Sphinx using the Scroll of 
Thoth, although the initial merging did not go as planned. Although early records say he was a son of Ra, he 
was later listed as Osiris's son, given his primary role. His daughter Kebechet was the goddess of the purification 
Gfbcdy crg:ms. He becam.e associated with Hermes a!ld is said to be the son ofN~rhthys amI older half-brother to 
Horus. FTP, identify this Egyptian god of cmbalrr.ing 'vvith the head of a jackal. 

ANSWER: Anubis 



Bonuses: 

1) During their journeys, Goliath and company end up visiting the Czech Republic thanks to their magic skiff. 
Answer the following related to that trip, FTPE. 
[10] The city in which they arrive is this one whose sights include the Dancing House, the Astronomical Clock, the 
Charles Bridge and St. Vitus Cathedral. 

ANSWER: Prague 
[10] The group makes it into Prague by magically appearing on this river that later joins with the Elbe at Melnik. 

ANSWER: Vltava 
[10] The adventure in Prague centers on the descendant and Golem of this important 16th-century Talmudic scholar, 
mystic and rabbi who used it to protect the Jews from external threats. 

ANSWER: Judah Loew ben Bezalel (or) MaharaI 

2) In honor of the primary clan of Gargoyles, identify the following things with something in common, FTPE. 
[10] The cocktail of this name consists ofrye whiskey, sweet red vermouth, a dash of Angostura bitters and a 
maraschino cherry. The Rob Roy follows a similar recipe, but uses· Scotch whiskey instead. 

ANSWER: Manhattan 
[10] This character from Watchmen will be played in the upcoming movie by Billy Crudup. A modified version of 
Captain Atom, he is the only character in Watchmen with actual super powers, which resulted from an accident 
involving an experiment in nuclear physics. 

ANSWER: Doctor Manhattan 
[10] Said Watchmen character likely owes his name to this US endeavor to develop the first nuclear weapon during 
World War II. 

ANSWER: Manhattan Project 

3) Reflecting on how Gargoyles spend most of their summers, answer the following about rocks, FTPE. 
[10] Gneiss, slate, schist and marble are all examples of this type of rock caused when a protolith is subjected to 
high heat and pressure. 

ANSWER: Metamorphic 
[10] These types of minerals are used to determine to what degree a metamorphic rock has changed. Textbook 
examples, from low to high, include Zeolite, Chlorite, Muscovite, Kyanite, and Sillimanite 

ANSWER: Index minerals 
[10] The layering found in metamorphic rock that occurs from a strong pressure applied unilaterally when it is re
crystallizing is called this, partly because of the leaves that form. 

ANSWER: Foliation 

4) Thailog had the Manhattan Clan cloned, and Demona named them after areas around Los Angeles, identify them 
FTPE. 
[10] The clone of Brooklyn was named after this 21-mile strip of Pacific coastline near Los Angeles that is also 
home of Pepper dine University. 

ANSWER: Malibu 
[10] The clone of Hudson was named after this eastern region of the San Fernando Valley billed as the "Media 
Capital of the World" that was named after a New Hampshire-born dentist and not a famous horticulturist. 

ANSWER: Burbank 
[10] The clone of Lexington was named after this affluent district of West Los Angeles bounded by Wilsahire 
Boulevard and Mulholland Drive whose residents include Arnold Schwarzenegger and Steven Spielberg. 

ANSWER: Brentwood 

5) The J apauese Clan Goliath and company visit is trained .in a certain code of conduct. FTPE: 
[10] Identify this "Way of the WarTior" somewhat analogous to chivalry that was practiced by samurai. 

ANSWER: Bushido 
[10] Failure to live up to the tenets of rectitude, courage, benevolence, respect, honesty, honor and loyalty often 
resulted in this ritual suicide performed by samurai in an effort to regain their honor. 

ANSWER: Seppuku 
[10] Besides Miyamoto Mushasi's Go Rin No Sho, this Edo-period text by Yamamoto Tsunetomo also known as 
The Book of the Samurai serves as guide to bushido. 



ANSWER: Hagakllre 

6) As Arthurian figures figure prominently in Gargoyles, identify the following early works about it, FTPE. 
[10] This pseudohistorical work by Geoffrey of Monmouth contains many errors regarding actual events, but 
contains the earliest version of the story of King Lear and introduced the legend of King Arthur to the non-Welsh 
speaking world. 

ANSWER: The History oUlre Killgs of Brita ill 
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Aftliurian tale. l'~otable parts of it include a lengthy list of retainers, a fight against the boar Tv,rrch Trv,,'},th ~nd a 
description of one of the title characters riding his horse. 

ANSWER: Cllllrwclr alld Olwell 
[10] The Lais of this female poet of the late 12th century include two stories concerning Arthur and his knights
Lanval and Chevrefoil. 

ANSWER: Marie de France 

7) Since gargoyles are hatched from eggs, why don't you answer the following interesting things about eggs FTPE? 
[10] Unlike marsupials and placental mammals, members of this order are the only mammals to lay eggs. 

ANSWER: Monotremata 
[10] Although some dinosaur eggs were larger, the largest existing single cell currently known is the egg of this 
flightless bird. 

ANSWER: Ostrich 

[10] The "noted" British egg collector and thief Colin Watson died while trying to collect some rare eggs in 2006. 
He was arrested earlier for messing with a nest belonging to this fish-eating sea bird whose eggs do not all hatch at 
the same time and are found on every continent but Antarctica. 

ANSWER: Osprey 

8) Identify the following people who have lent their talents to both Gargoyles and Star Trek: The Next Generation, 
FTPE. 
[10] The man behind the voice behind Xanatos, he also hosted Beyond Belief Fact or Fiction besides appearing as 
his most well-known character on four different Star Trek series. 

ANSWER: Jonathan Frakes 
[10] The voice of Puck was provided by this actor whose other Star Trek roles include Dr. Arik Soong, Dr. Noonien 
Soong , B-4, Lore and another humanoid android with a positronic brain. 

ANSWER: Brent Spiner 
[10] The voice of Anansi, the King of All Stories, was provided by this actor whose other notable work with stories 
includes hosting Reading Rainbow. 

ANSWER: Le Var Burton 

9) Identify the following relating to Celtic mythology as it appears in Gargoyles, FTPE. 
[10] Rory Dugan was the reincarnation of this mythological hero, the son of Lugh and Deichtine who defended 
Ulster in the Cattle Raid of Cooley. 

ANSWER: Cuchulainn 
[10] Rory realizes his destiny when he encounters this magic spear ofCuchulainn, which according to legend either 
had seven heads with seven barbs each or a single head that opened into 30 barbs upon wounding someone. 

ANSWER: Gae Bulga 
[10] Cuchulainn then uses Gae Bulga to fight this nemesis, a singular version of a wailing female spirit traditionally 
seen as an omen of death whose Scottish counterpart is the bean nighe. 

ANSWER: Banshee 

10) In case you couldn't tell by this point, Gargoyles draws heavily from Shakespeare. Identify the following 
FTSNOP: 
[10] One of the recurring antagonists in the series was this Thane of Glamis who became King of Scotland upon 
Duncan's murder. 

ANSWER: Macbeth 



[5/5] Macbeth's henchmen in the show are named after a man Macbeth murders after the Weird Sisters speak of the 
character's descendants being kings after Macbeth's rule, and his son who escapes the assassins. Name them F5PE. 

ANSWER: Banquo and Fleance 
[10] Macbeth uses this Scottish Lord's name as an alias on Gargoyles. He appears with Macduff soon after Macbeth 
kills Duncan. 

ANSWER: Lennox 

11 ) One of the important characters from the original time of the Gargoyles was the Magus, who happens to share 
his name with a character from a popular role-playing game. Answer stuff about it FTPE. 
[10] First, name the game whose time-traveling playable characters also include Robo, Ayla and Marle. 

ANSWER: Cltrollo Trigger 
[10] Magus was originally this prince of Zeal in the year 12,000 BC, whose sister Schala disappeared with the 
Mammon Machine. He also shares his name with the Roman god of beginnings and endings. 

ANSWER: Janus 
[10] Frog has good reason to hate Magus, as originally the amphibian was Glenn, squire to this Commander of the 
Knights of the Square Table slain by Magl,ls in 590 AD. 

ANSW~R: Cyrus 

12) Answer the following related to the New Olympians in Gargoyles, as well as Greek myth, FTPE. 
[10] The chief of security of New Olympus was Taurus, who claims descendance fro'm this mythical beast locked in 
the labyrinth and slain by Theseus. 

ANSWER: Minotaur 
[10] Sharing its name with the inventor of the saw and the robot overseeing the power supply for New Olympus, this 
giant man of bronze protected Europa on Crete by hurling boulders at incoming ships. 

ANSWER: Talos 
[10] The shape-shifter who killed Taurus' father and tricked Talos, in the Odyssey Menelaus relates that he had to 
capture this shape-changing sea-figure to find out which god he had offended on his way home. 

ANSWER: Proteus 

13) Identify the following features of the Paris skyline seen in Gargoyles, FTPE. 
[10] Climatic battles take place on top of this iron monument on which the architect of the armature of the Statue of 
Liberty engraved the names of 72 French scientists, engineers and other notable people. 

ANSWER: Eiffel Tower 
[10] One might notice the Basilica of the Sacre Coeur atop this Parisian hill, where numerous artists like Monet and 
van Gogh had studios. 

ANSWER: Montmartre 
[10] As Demona has been to Paris a couple of times, it is possible that she stood on Kilometer Zero, which faces the 
main entrance to tlus structure. Legend has it that those who stand there are destined to return to Paris. 

ANSWER: Notre Dame de Paris 

14) Another trickster figure fey and child of Oberon was continuously thwarted by the figure known as Grandmother 
on Queen Florence Island. FTPE: 
[10] Identify the name of that character, and you also name a midnight visitor who perches on a bust of Pallas and 
symbolizes mournful, never-ending remembrance. 

ANSWER: Raven 
[10] This poem in which a blood-red crawling figure eats a bunch of miming actors in front of an audience of angels 
is associated with the short StOlY "Ligeia", as she "writes" it as she dies. 

,ANSWER: "The Conqueror Worm" 
[10] This first collection of short stories published by Poe contains such works as "Ligeia", "The Fall of the House 
of Usher" and "The Scythe ofTirne", as well as a preface defending himself from accusation of Germanism, 
maintaining that the terror in his stories is that of the soul. 

ANSWER: Tales oUlte Grotesque alld Arabesque 



15) Minding Elisa's heritage, identify the following related to American-Indian culture in the southwestern United 
States, FTPE. 
[10] Elisa's father Peter Maza is a member of this matrilineal Arizonan tribe, whose largest community is First 
Mesa. 

ANSWER: Hopi 
[10] Peter Maza participated in a ceremonial dance dressed as a coyote version of one of these Hopi spirits, the most 
important of which are also known as wuya. 

[10J The oldest continually occupied settlement in ~~orth America is this Hopi village located on the Third !',,1esa that 
was founded around 1100AD. 

ANSWER: Old Oraibi 

16) When the sun came out, the gargoyles turned into statues. In honor of that fact, identify the following famous 
statues, FTPE. 
[10] A part of the Gates of Hell series, every muscle of this piece's body is involved in the activity pursued by the 
subject, originally intended to be Dante. 

ANSWER: The Thillker 
[10] Upon this statue's unveiling at St. Peter's Basilica in 1500, Michelangelo got angry at some viewers who 
attributed this work to other artists of the period and signed his name down the sash of one of the two figures. 

ANSWER: Piela 
[10] One of the few extant works ofPraxiteles is a statue of this god holding the infant Dionysus, which currently 
resides in the Olympia Archaeological Museum. 

ANSWER: Hermes 

17) Identify the following related to deep-voiced men who worked on Gargoyles, FTPE. 
[10] The voice of Colds tone, this actor also played Apollo Creed's bodyguard in Rocky, although his best-known 
role is that of Worf on Star Trek: The Next Generation and Deep Space Nine. 

ANSWER: Michael Dorn 
[10] Besides playing Childs in The Thing, his voice-over work includes Navy ads, the Arbiter in Halo 2 and 3, 
David Anderson in Mass Effect and Goliath on Gargoyles. 

ANSWER: Keith David 
[10] Keith David recently provided much of the narration for this Keith Bums documentary about a world-wide 
conflict that lasted from 1939-1945. 

ANSWER: The War 

18) Answer the following related to technology featured in Gargoyles, FTPE. 
[10] The "microwave" portion of this acronym is gradually being replaced with "molecular" given that coherent 
electromagnetic waves they produce are all over the spectrum. 

ANSWER: Maser 
[10] Originally called optical masers, lasers work by specifically stimulating light. For his work with Basov and 
Prokhorov on them, this Columbia physicist shared the 1964 Nobel Prize in physics. . 

ANSWER: Charles H. Townes 
[10] Used by the New Olympians, it was the supposed aim of the Philadelphia Experiment. In real life, a team of 
British and American scientists at Duke were able to make one for a copper cylinder in the micro-wavelengths. 

ANSWER: Cloaking device (or similar answer involving making something invisible) 

19) Identify the following legendary creatures that bear striking resemblances to members of a clan of gargoyles, 
FTPE. 
[10] The traditional version of this creature has the beard of a billy-goat, tail of a lion and cloven hooves, which 
makes it appear somewhat different than a horse. Its most notable feature is thought to neutralize poison. 

ANSWER: Unicorn 
[10] Although there was some discrepancy regarding whether its forelimbs were that of an eagle or a lion, in 
heraldry it is given eagle claws to match its head, while the rear consists of leonine parts. 

ANSWER: Griffin 



[10] The character Griff actually more closely resembles the version of the creature with the forelimbs of a lion, 
which is also known as this. 

ANSWER: Opinicius 

20) Identify the following dog-like creature namesakes of members of The Pack, FTPE. 
[10] Although they resemble members of canidae, they are a separate family that is more closely related to meerkats 
and mongooses. The four species of it include the Striped, Spotted, Brown and Aardwolf. 

ANSWER: Hyena 
[10] Active mainly around dawn and dusk, they come in Golden, Side-striped and Black-backed species in Africa, 
Asia and southeastern Europe. The Ethiopian Wolf is sometimes mistakenly listed as a member. 

ANSWER: Jackal 
[10] Their characteristic bushy tails provide the root word for their name in many languages. The silver variety was 
domesticated in Russia after a 45-year selective breeding program, and other varieties include the kit, fennec and 
Arctic types. 

ANSWER: Fox 

21) The original split personalities in Coldstone resulted in a situation very much like a certain play by Shakespeare. 
FTPE: 
[10] Along with the primary "Othello" personality present in Coldstone was this female companion of his who ends 
up saving his soul instead of being suffocated by a pillow in a fit of rage. 

ANSWER: Desdemona 
[10] The truly villainous personality within Coldstone was the slightly greenish one named this . His attempts to get 
Desdemona for himself fail , resulting in his attempts at obfuscation. 

ANSWER: Iago 
[10] In their initial trickery of the Othello personality, Xanatos and Demona were able to portray Goliath as trying to 
steal "Desdemona" away from him, much like Iago convinces Othello of this character's guilt. 

ANSWER: Cassio 




